
Help Your Home 
Survive Wildfire!



People that live in the woods love trees and want to 
save as many trees as possible – bad idea.



Pine trees shed needles and rain gutters are a collection area 
for needles and burning embers. 



This home caught fire after flames crept through 
surrounding pine needles and bushes until they reached 

the eaves of the house.



Little things can make a real difference when a rainstorm of 
burning embers lands on your home. Corners and cracks with dry 

materials are areas to watch.



This House Has Bigger Issues

Patio furniture can provide a wildfire enough fuel to ignite 
a home. Note the green trees on each side of the home did 

not catch fire, which means they were not contributing 
factors.  Embers ignited the patio furniture



Note the unburned vegetation surrounding the home, which 
indicates ground fire intensity was low and points to ember intrusion 

as a probable factor in ignition.



When the low intensity ground fire moved between these 
homes, the lack of ladder fuels helped these homes escape 

destruction.



It is evident that the very heavy vegetation in this subdivision 
is valued by residents. Some thinning is being done, but not 

nearly enough.



This driveway to a well-screened home has heavy vegetation 
too close to the drive.



This is a prime example of ladder fuels – Oak, Douglas Fir 
and Ponderosa Pine.



Heavily screened home showing a thick density of vegetation.



Radiant heat and direct flame would be a real problem with 
this home.



This well screened hot tub may create a pleasant experience, 
but vegetation is much too close.



Vegetation is much too close to the home.  Wood mulch up to the home 
is also a really bad idea as are the timbers. 



Good example of fire resistant landscape species – Bad 
location.  Wood mulch should be replaced replaced with a 

non-burnable material next to structures.



Wildfire traveled unimpeded through the landscape of this home, igniting 
shrubbery in front of a window. Fortunately, the homeowners used fire-resistant, 
double-paned windows. Although the first pane was compromised, the inner pane 

withstood fracture, helping the home survive. 



The concrete driveway and gravel walkway created a critical space 
that firefighters needed to defend this home.  Even then, foundation 

plantings came close to igniting this home.



Why junipers are bad things.  Ignited by embers.  
This was extinguished before the fire breached the door.  No 

Miracle - Good save!



Some trees can remain close to your home but pruning & removing 
ladder fuels are imperative. Remaining trees become part of a home and 

measurements for clearing start at the trees, not the home.



Heavy density of Ponderosa Pine with Oak understory. Lots of 
work needed here.



Douglas Fir between two wings of a home. Ladder fuels 
should be removed around tree and/or the tree removed. 



Accumulated Oak leaves under this deck – no screens or 
maintenance.



Sunflower seed hulls 6” deep are a great bed for burning 
embers. Little things matter– seeds in crack between facia 

board and deck board.



The porch of this home on the Dyer Mill Fire was ignited by embers 
that were spread by strong winds.  Fortunately, a fire engine was 

stationed near the home and firefighters were able to extinguish the 
blaze before it spread to the house.



Continuous fuel from wildlands to this deck could make this 
house a loss in the case of a fire. Metal screening below the 

deck would help with maintenance and fuel removal is a must.



Continuous fuel from deck to house.



Window well in daylight basement – great catch area for 
airborne embers.  Timber could ignite from combustibles 

outside of the well also.



The noncombustible brick retaining wall along the back of this home 
helped stop the spread of the Pinnacle Fire. Conversely, retaining 

walls constructed out of combustible materials such as railroad ties 
can ignite easily and burn intensely for long durations. 



Good and Bad Landscaping
Good = Poplar Trees         Bad = Douglas Fir



Homeowner clearing with stump removal – kids were tour guides. Note 
the vegetation on lot line in background.



Front of same home – pruning and raking is evident. Home could handle 
a ground fire but a crown fire coming at the back of the house (wall of 

trees on neighbor’s lot) would probably take home. Emphasis on 
everyone doing their part.



Ideal defensible space. Oak was flush cut and with mowing will 
eventually die. Tree pruning is continuing. 



New log home with lots of defensible space.



This deck will need screening and regular maintenance.



Burn line is a long way from home – no fuel but small 
Ponderosa Pines got scorched.



Decks with open ground underneath will require maintenance 
due to vegetation growth.



Critical Area: steps touching ground and vegetation around 
steps. 



Critical Area: steps touching ground and vegetation around 
steps. Cause of home loss in many fires.



In many instances when homes do ignite, combustible attachments — such as 
decks and fences — are a contributing factor because they carry flames right up 
to the structure.



View of the distance to the burn and the scorched trees.



Aerial view of home showing fire intensity, great defensible space and 
Aspen patch.



Another home that survived with less defensible space but 
showing signs of radiant heat. 

Note melted and deformed plastic rain gutter in foreground.



Deformed plastic shutters – this is where the rain gutter was 
located.



More evidence of radiant heat.



Note distance to fire from home. What if vegetation would 
have been 50 feet or less from home?



Pole barn near the home with metal roof and siding. Note how 
close trees are to the barn.



Aerial view of home and pole barn. Note the defensible space 
around home and the small amount of vegetation around pole 

barn.



Modular home – note closeness of vegetation even with bare 
ground between.



Same modular – bare ground behind the home but vegetation 
was just too close.



Picnic table mystery – Why did the one plank burn through? 
Burning ember in crack? Rot in the board?



This home had a heavy metal roof but there was too much 
vegetation too close to the home.



Vegetation too close to home.



Two trees next to foundation – no pruning.



Trailer home with metal roof – Again, vegetation is too close.



Shows defensible space and best building and landscaping 
materials – must have reliable water source. (Sonny LaSalle’s house 

in Bitterroot Valley, MT)



House siding is Hardy Plank fibrous cement boards, facia is steel and 
soffit is aluminum. Patios are cement and the only wood on outside is 

molding around pre-hung exterior doors.



Combustible soffits can melt or ignite, giving embers 
access to an attic. Once inside, the embers can go 

undetected until it is too late to save the home.



Open or unscreened foundation and attic vents provided embers 
access to the interior of the home and result in concealed fires.          



All foundation areas have a gravel pathway directly against the 
steel facing. The roof is composition. You have options for 

building materials…



This home on the Willow Creek South Complex was built with fire-
resistant materials and surrounded by an area of defensible space — 

where vegetation and combustible items had been cleared.



What is happening to the trees on our National Forests? These 
dead trees were killed by the Douglas-Fir bark beetle.



The Douglas-Fir bark beetle is one of a number of bark beetles 
that are killing trees all over Colorado in preparation for 

nature’s method of recycling – Fire.



Wildfires can burn on the ground with only some tree mortality, 
but many trees can survive in a mosaic such as this.       

Schoonover Fire….OR…



The wildfire can be a stand-replacement fire with no organic 
soil cover and potentially serious soil erosion problems.



The Hayman fire consisted of a variety of burn intensities.



Cheesman Reservoir with hot burn directly adjacent.



Not much mosaic in this area and some tough sites to reforest.



Big picture view of Cheesman with a mosaic.



Unnamed reservoir with a mosaic burn. The erosion potential 
is still significant.



The remaining vegetation appears to be aspen as the color is bright 
green. If it is aspen, the amount of aspen will increase significantly 

producing a positive result in some areas.



Then again, in some areas it is difficult to find a positive 
outcome.  Don’t let this happen to you!


